MINUTES OF THE 62nd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF LAKE DENEYS YACHT CLUB HELD AT THE
LDYC CLUBHOUSE AT 11:00 ON SATURDAY 12 SEPTEMBER 2020

PRESENT: See attached attendance register

1. Notice convening the meeting
1.1. Commodore Luke Quinn read the notice, declared the meeting open and welcomed all
present.
1.2. A quorum being present, he declared the meeting duly constituted.
1.3. Luke opened the meeting, also welcoming members via the virtual feed due to Covid-19 and
the current restrictions in place.

2. To receive apologies
2.1. MV read out the list of members who sent their apologies for today’s meeting, these are:
Joey Lee, Gregory Plunkett, Roy and Linda Spurdle, Nevan Lucas, Teresa Pretorius, James
Haddock. Keith Fairhurst and the other Bruyns family, members besides Clive Bruyns who is
in attendance at today’s meeting.

3. Approve minutes of the last Annual General Meeting held 26th May 2019 and any
subsequent Special General Meetings
3.1. The Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting, having been distributed, were proposed
by Barend VD Walt and Colin Hales as seconder, as being correct and accepted by the Chairman.

Commodore: Luke Quinn, Vice Commodore: Warren Nel, Rear Commodore: Anthony Engelbrecht,
Treasurer: Claire Toward, Secretary: Melanie van der Westhuizen, PRO: Vanessa Remmington,
Club Manager: Simon Fisher, Trustees: Mark Malherbe, Colin Hales
Alternate Trustees: Rodney Beresford, Arnold Spies
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4. To consider and approve the balance sheet and income and expenditure statement
Luke, noted and proposed that the balance sheet and income statement, expenditure statement as
well as the Treasurers report with the Auditors Report, this was approved and accepted.

4.1. Treasurers and Auditors Report
The Treasures report and the audited financial statements are presented. This past year had
been one of the toughest years in respect of collecting member fees.
Good control measures with improved policy and procedure improvements, from a financial
aspect, have been achieved. The tough economic climate and conditions have reduced revenue
income which was evident this past year, it is expected that the next year is likely to be even
more difficult.
Notwithstanding the slight decrease in total revenue there was marginal increase in the gross
surplus achieved, this is attributed to some improved controls and margin management. The
club membership stands at 358 members, at the end of March 2020 with 28 resignations during
the year, compared with 361 members as at March 2019. Even during these trying tough times
the club has retained the majority of its membership.
Luke, read through the Balance Sheet and Income Statement with no queries and both were
accepted.
The decrease in cash on hand, at year end of R66k it attributable to the poor payment of subs
and fees from members, as well as the small decrease in member numbers. Prompt settlement
of membership fees and subs remains mission critical to the successful operating of the club.
Payment plan options are available. Luke asked all present to encourage all the other members
to settle their subs timeously or make suitable arrangements with the office.

4.2. To consider and approve the Auditors
Luke asked all present, by show of hands, to accept and approve the auditor’s report, this was
unanimously accepted.

5. To receive and consider the Commodore’s Report
Luke Quinn presented his report, starting off by again welcoming everyone present at today’s 62nd
AGM of Lake Deneys Yacht club, and especially to all the virtual attendees.
To all the members who continue to support the club and give so much of their time to support
sailing and other water sports, it is greatly appreciated.
Mancom have worked very hard to constantly assess the clubs operations and financial situation in
light of the March 2020 declaration in terms of the National Management Act and the
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Covid–19 crises. Mancom and the staff are committed to keeping the club compliant to these
regulations. It is imperative that Mancom and club management meet the challenges and
subsequent decisions and changes that are necessary to ensure the continuity and durability of the
club. With this in mind, and in light of the extreme circumstances we found ourselves, we were
unable to deliver on all the manual processes that our Constitution requires, but we believe we
can still achieve good end results with digital adjustments. The aim is to work within the programs
of the Constitution, consistent with the views of the members, as far as possible, and to adapt to
digital platforms where necessary and possible.
Luke, read through his Commodores Report, noting that the annual dinner dance and prize giving
event for 2020 had been cancelled and that this will be incorporated into the prize giving event
planned for May 2021, should this be possible.
As the pandemic rages on, leaving in its wake a trail of consequences much longer lasting than the
physical ailments of the virus, it has become clear that we will need to support each other if we
are to rebuild. A renewed sense of community has been ignited in our collective psyche. And
feeling like a community is important because; robust, connected communities are the cornerstone
of engaged societies. You are part of that community, through your engagement at LDYC, you are
connected to a broader club community that is working towards building a stronger, more stable
club for all of us. To the members who continue to support the Club, and to the people that
continuously give so much of their time and energy to the club and to sailing, you are all very much
appreciated.
Luks, the club has managed to achieve an operating surplus for the financial year ending March
2020. The club however finds itself in a somewhat precarious position considering the
extraordinarily difficult economic conditions. I wish to encourage all current members to promote
the club, its facilities and the spectacular and safe lifestyle that is has to offer, to as many of their
own friends and family as possible. Without additional income it will become necessary to consider
terminating some of the services, further reduce overheads and find additional volunteers to fulfil
certain duties.
Youth sailing development and the sailing center remains one of the outstanding projects that
requires much attention, a firm documented plan, funding and human resources, are required.
Please engage with the various flag officers for suggestions, donations and undertakings in this
regard, youth sailing is important to the growth of the sport at LDYC.
To The Wharf, Sharon and Dean and the rest of the galley crew, who continue to add incredible
value to the club, we trust that this relationship is long lasting and continues to be a great success.
The Annual RTIR this year was, as always, enjoyed, although not financially profitable and not as
well supported, as in past years, we still believe that this showcase for the club and sailing is a
dedicated event on the sailing calendar. We again wish to sincerely thank the participants, the
sponsors and all the hard working volunteers. We continue to look at new ways and ideas to improve
and attract more sailors to this event. It remains to be seen what regulations and limitations will
challenge the event in 2021, but we will persist and succeed in hosting another enjoyable event.
Luke, with the ongoing commitment and persistence from mancom as well as some additional new
members we will continue with the maintenance, repair and improvement plans that the Devcom
has set. With some planned changes and improvements to the structure and function of sailcom,
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we hope to see an increase in sailing activities, especially orientated to the youth. Again a request
is made for all members to please pay your subs as without these, the club does battle.

6. To consider and confirm election of Honorary Life Commodores and Honorary Life
Members.
There were two proposals received for Honorary Life Members this year.
In all clubs there are members who selflessly give to the club, who often hide from the limelight
and who contribute to the club. HLM status is a rare honor and has only been granted to a few
members since the inception of the club. Such members can only be elected upon recommendation
from Mancom, any HLM nomination must be received in writing and voted in favour by a 4/5 majority
of resting flag officers, trustees and/or long serving active members, the nomination must be
meaningful and there has to be a special reasons for the nomination.
Luke asked HLM Mark Malherbe who serves on Mancom as a trustee to share the nominations for
HLM.
Mark shared the motivations for the nominations and mentioned that the two nominations were this
year different as they are both posthumous nominations, the first being Mr. John Lee.
John and his wife Joey joined LDYC in 1976, during their 44 year membership they were both wellliked and respected members, their two children Chris and Melissa grew up on the grounds and both
became proficient and avid sailors. In time their own families remain members of the club, their
son in law Mr. Warren Nel currently serves on Mancom as Vice Commodore. John was a stalwart
and an avid competitor in many regattas and was always seen as a worthy competitor, his
enthusiasm and spirt in his recent participation of the L26 class is testimony to this contribution at
sailing and powerboating at LDYC.
John unfailingly volunteered whenever and wherever he was needed, his loyalty and his many
generous contributions in finances and resources throughout the years are noteworthy.
The second nomination is Mr. Arnold Spies, Arnold and his wife Eleanor both became members of
LDYC in 1996. They were a fierce sailing team who took part in the formula one racing class and
represented LDYC in many regional and national races and championships, both receiving their NKA
colours. Arnold shall always be remembered for his passion for racing and his incredible sense of
humor. He was well respected and liked by many.
Arnold and Eleanor gave up many of their weekends to run the bridge on club sailing races,
throughout their 24 years of membership both were also social members who often took part in
social cruises, they spent many hours of their time assisting before and after the annual RTIR
regattas, working many long hours capturing results of finishes and updating the race results.
Arnold also shared his IT skills and brought about LDYC’s first website in 1999, maintaining and
updating the site and recently upgraded the website with its new fresh look. Arnold also served as
a member on the management committee as treasurer and was a serving member as an alternate
trustee until his sad passing.
On behalf of Mancom we request your acceptance, consideration and ratification of the
recommendations made by Mancom. The recommended nominations are confirmed and approved
by a majority show of hands by all present at today’s meeting.
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7. To consider and adopt proposals for the alteration of the Constitution of which due notice has
been given in terms of the Constitution.
There were no changes or suggestions received to any changes to the clubs constitution.

8. To elect Office Bearers and Committee Members for the ensuing year.
Luke, as a result and due to the Covid-19 pandemic, all current members serving on Mancom have
agreed to stand for another year, there was one new nominations received.
By show of hands and with no objections there was a majority vote from the members in favor of
and the nominated Management Committee (Mancom) as:
Commodore

Luke Quinn

Club Manager

Simon Fisher (Club employee)

Vice Commodore

Warren Nel

Rear Commodore

Anthony Engelbrecht

Treasurer

Clair Toward

Public Relations and Marketing

HLM Vanessa Remmington

Secretary

Melanie van der Westhuizen

Transformation Officer

Vishnu Pillay

Trustee 1

HLM Mark Malherbe

Trustee 2

Colin Hales

Alternate Trustee

Barend van der Walt

Alternate Trustee

Rodney Beresford

The flag officer committees and other sub-committees will be appointed in terms of the rules of
the club.
Luke, the club requires volunteers under the portfolios of Sailcom specifically a Cruising Captain,
the other portfolios are the Entertainment Officer, someone who can act as a liaison between
Sharon Lambie and the club to assist in future events and functions. Judge Handicapper is also
required, so if anyone wishes to come forward and volunteer for any of these positions please feel
free to let us know, put your name forward and get involved; your club needs you!

9. To Consider any matters, of which due notice shall have been given.
There were no matters received.
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10. To appoint the Auditors and approve any fees
Luke, with the support and suggestion from Clair Toward, Club Treasurer, would like to
recommend the same audit firm again - Bruce Morrison and Associates Chartered Accountants (SA).
No objections were received or made and by a show of hands this was accepted and was approved.

11. By permission of the Chairman any matter which may be discussed at the Annual General
Meeting.
11.1

Luke, as there was no prize giving event this year due to Covid-19 and as a result the annual
light of remembrance ceremony was not held.
Luke asked that everyone present kindly stand as we pay our respects to friends, family
and loved ones who are no longer with us. A minute’s silence to pay sincere respects and
dedicate your names and your legacy to the LDYC Light of Remembrance.
These are:
Amy Teasdale 8 October 2019 LDYC
Ann Lion-Cachet 16 October 2019 LDYC
Jean Haddock 4 March 2020 LDYC
John Lee 8 March 2020 LDYC
Arnold Spies 18 May 2020 LDYC
Rita Daly 10 July 2020 LDYC

Observe minute silence.
O Almighty God and most merciful Father, as we remember these Thy servants, recalling their
friendship, their courage, and their strength, we would hold before Thee in love, those who
especially mourn their passing, those who were closest to them, families and loved ones. As this
day brings memories of those whom they have lost, may it also bring Thy consolation and the
assurance that their loved ones are forever in Thy loving presence for Thou hast brought them
unto their desired haven, through our Lord, we pray.
Amen.
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11.2

Luke asked Rear Commodore Mr. Anthony Engelbrecht to share his report with all present
as sailing remains high on the club agenda.
Anthony, read through his report, noting the difficulties around the Covid-19 pandemic and
how it has affected all sports around the world and at home under which sailing is one of
them. We need to do as much as we possibly can to draw new members to the club and
encourage as many as possible to get involved in sailing.
SAS (South African Sailing) was very active during the lockdown and as Anthony serves on
the committee in the Northern Region was involved in the development of the provincial
efforts rather than the regional. SAS is looking to host many Provincial events around the
Vaal dam and move away from only Regional events. Our focus however remains club
sailing and we wish to host as many successful races as possible.
Anthony, although we could not host the Youth RTIR this year we hope to still manage the
event later this year. One young sailor continues to reach great heights and we wish to
recognize and congratulate Alex Wiederhold for his achievements in sailing who continues
to win races in all classes, recently taking first place in the J22 Provincials, 2 nd place in the
L 26, also taking part in the Viper Worlds in the USA and more recently taking 4 first places
in his class at the Grand Slams. He remains a great ambassador to LDYC and to sailing.
Anthony, also wished to thank DAC for allowing our sailors to launch their boats at DAC due
to the low water levels at LDYC their support is greatly appreciated by all.
Anthony is looking forward to getting sailing at LDYC back on track and with his committee
members serving on Sailcom is positive about the future.

11.3

Luke, as it was not possible to hold the annual Caravan Owners or Boat Owners meetings
due to Covid-19, would like to request that should any members have suggestions or issues
which they would like to have addressed or investigated, to kindly send these through on
email to the club secretary or the office and these will be addressed, at the next Mancom
meeting which is on 17th October. Feedback and response will then be provided, following
the Mancom meeting.
Luke, extended an invitation to any member who wished to attend any of the management
committee meetings such as Mancom, Devcom and Sailcom. Any member is welcome to
attend and give input or suggestions at any time.

11.4

Sharon Lambie, asked members to kindly refrain from bombarding Mancom members when
they are down at the club on weekends trying to also relax and enjoy time with their family
and friends. Please leave any issues you may have for Mancom meetings and put any points
or complaints even compliments in writing and send it to the club secretary or office for
action and response. This is a kind request to please not insist on responses when sitting
around the bar or in the clubhouse.
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12. To set a date for the next Annual General Meeting.
12.1. The next Annual General Meeting will be held on Sunday 30th May 2021 at 11:00
12.2. Caravan Owners Meeting will be held on Saturday 29th May 2021 at 13h00
12.3. Boat Owners Meeting will be held on Saturday 29th May 2021 at 15h00

There being no further matters to discuss, the Chairman thanked everyone and adjourned the
meeting at 11h50

TREASURER REPORT – LDYC – MARCH 2020 – BY CLAIRE TOWARD
The club is compelled to extend an unwarranted amount of time and effort in the collection of fees
and subs from members, this has been another very difficult year yet again in this regard.
Good controls with improved policy and procedure improvements from a financial aspect have been
achieved. The tough economic conditions and reduced disposable income are evident in the results
for this past financial year.
 Collections of arrears and the new year fees and subs remains extremely difficult.
 The number of members year on year as follows:
o Total members as at March 2018 ‐ 365
o Total members as at March 2019 – 361
o Total members as at March 2020 – 358 [with 28 resignations and 25 new
memberships]
Overview of the Audited Financial Statements
1. Notwithstanding the slight decrease in total revenue there was marginal increase in the gross
surplus achieved. This is attributed to some improved controls and margin management.
2. The reduction of total expenses of R306k has resulted a surplus from operating activities of
R101k this is R285k improvement from the deficit of R184k in the prior period.
3. AGM costs include medals, awards and trophy costs. The decrease in costs is partially derived
from surplus medals from the prior period.
4. Advertising activity was reduced to save costs and was primarily limited to social media and
internet activity.
5. The increase in municipal expenses are electricity, rates and water. Members are requested to
save electricity and water, wherever possible. An energy consultancy has been approached and
some proposals have been received from them, including the installation of power factor
correction capacitors and managing the maximum demand.
6. Bank charges have decreased as improved controls and procedures were implemented.
7. The net decrease in employee costs is attributed to the ongoing restructuring of fixed to variable
employee costs were possible and the labour portion of repairs and maintenance.
8. Entertainment is for club entertainment for bands, music and additional events hosted over the
year.
9. Gifts and Round the Island expenses combined return a decrease in costs of R53k compared to
the prior period and includes awards and prizes. Notwithstanding these reduced costs the RTIR
event returned a small loss of R11k.
10. A detailed review of insurance includes public liability insurance as well as revalued replacement
assets for the club.
11. Prior year petrol and oil costs are net of the fuel recovery that was levied to members and
therefore affects the year on year comparison.
12. Printing and stationery costs are at a generally acceptable level.
13. Several maintenance projects are ongoing and managed and controlled based on budget and
preventative maintenance programs.
14. Staff welfare costs show improved controls and a reduction of R38k.
15. Telephone costs are included in Computer expenses and show the increasing demand for data.

16. A decrease in cash at year end of R66k attributed to poor payment behaviour from members as
well as a decrease in the number of members.
17. Bar proceeds are down almost 21% on the prior period. With margin down 4.5% as selling prices
have not been increased.
18. The arrear fees outstanding balance is at 31 March 2020 was R624k. Members on payment plans
of which outstanding for members on payment plans is R546k. Almost double the prior year.
We wish to sincerely request those members on payments plans to not default on their plans
and to please continue to liaise with the office through this unprecedented time.
19. Income received in advance has reduced by R131k

Commodore: Luke Quinn, Vice Commodore: Warren Nel, Rear Commodore: Anthony Engelbrecht,
Treasurer: Claire Toward, Secretary: Melanie van der Westhuizen,
PRO: Vanessa Remmington, Club Manager: Simon Fisher, Past Commodore: James Peyper,
Trustees: Mark Malherbe, Colin Hales Alt. Trustee: Rodney Beresford
Commodores report AGM March 2020 – held on 12 September 2020
A warm welcome to all the members that are able to attend this Annual General Meeting of Lake
Deneys Yacht Club.
The LDYC Mancom have worked very hard to constantly assess the club’s operational and financial
situation in light of the March 2020 declaration in terms of the National Management Act and the
Covid‐19 crisis. We are committed to keeping the club compliant to the regulations, meeting the
challenges and subsequent decisions and changes that are necessary to ensure the continuity and
durability of the club. With this in mind, and in light of the extreme circumstances we found
ourselves, we were unable to deliver on all the manual processes that our Constitution requires, but
we believe we can still achieve a good end result with digital adjustments. The aim is to work within
the program of the Constitution, consistent with the views of the members, as far as possible, and to
adapt to digital platforms where necessary.
The annual dinner dance and prize giving event for 2020 has been cancelled and we will incorporate
the prize giving awards and achievements for 2020 into the prize giving event to be held in May
2021, provided this is possible by then.
As the pandemic rages on, leaving in its wake a trail of consequences much longer lasting than the
physical ailments of the virus, it has become clear that we will all need to support each other if we
are to rebuild. A renewed sense of community has been ignited in our collective psyche. And
feeling like a community is important because robust, connected communities are the cornerstone
of engaged societies. You are part of that community ‐ through your engagement at LDYC, you are
connected to a broader club community that is working towards building a stronger, more stable
club for us all.
To the members who continue to support the Club, and to the people that continually give so much
of their time and energy to the Club and to sailing. You are all much appreciated!
To the various people and committees that serve with energy, passion and commitment to the club,
much appreciation to you for the considerable achievements for completing the projects and
programs that were set this past year.
As highlighted in the Treasurers’ report, the Club has managed to achieve an operating surplus for
the financial year ended March 2020. The fiscus, controls, accuracy of records and reporting
standards are continually well managed. Various policy and procedure have been introduced to
safeguard and report the collection and allocation of funds. The Club finds itself in a precarious
position considering the extraordinarily difficult economic conditions. I wish to encourage all
current members to promote the club, its facilities and the spectacular and safe lifestyle that it has
to offer, to as many of their own friends and family as possible. Without additional income it will
become necessary to consider terminating some of the services, further reduce overhead and find
additional volunteers to fulfil certain duties.

The age demographic of our membership is skewed towards the older member and, in common with
many other clubs around the country, we need to attract younger members and encourage them to
volunteer. We are keen to expand the events of water sports that we offer and are looking for
additional ideas, volunteers and assistance with this.
The youth sailing centre remans one of the outstanding projects that requires much attention, a firm
documented plan, funding and human resources. Please engage with the various flag officers for
suggestions, donations and undertakings in this regard.
The new committee will have to remain conservative, prudent and disciplined in spending. The
collection of arrears fees remains a constant challenge. Many arrangements for subs and fees have
been agreed with members in distressed financial situations that wish to remain active and involved
members. I would like to remind those individuals that have opted for monthly payment plans to
please honour their commitments and make payments on‐time and every month.
The Wharf, Sharon, Dean and the rest of the merry galley keep adding incredible value to the club.
We trust that this relationship is long lasting and continues to be a great success.
Membership numbers have decreased by a net figure of 3 membership’s year‐on‐year. The number
of unallocated caravan sites is 14 and is of concern and is also a considerable contributor to the
financial results.
The annual Round the Island this year was enjoyable, although not profitable and not as well
supported as the jubilee of 2018, we still believe that this showcase for the club and sailing is a
dedicated event on the sailing calendar. We again wish to sincerely thank the participants, the
sponsors and all the hard‐working volunteers. We continue to look for new ideas to improve and
attract more sailors to this event. It remains to be seen what regulations and limitation will
challenge this event in 2021, but we will persist and succeed in hosting another enjoyable event.
As a water sport destination, a prestigious sailing club and lifestyle option LDYC needs to remain
attractive, relevant and growing in membership, in order to maintain the economies of scale
required to fund the club. The goal of Lake Deneys Yacht Club has always been to bring the pleasure
of sailing, water sports and the wonderful friendship this club offers, to as many people, as possible.
With the ongoing commitment and persistence from mancom as well as some additional new
members we will continue with the maintenance, repair and improvement plans that the Devcom
has set. With some planned changes and improvements to the structure and function of Sailcom,
we hope to see an increase in sailing activities, especially orientated to the youth.
Sincerely.

Luke Quinn
Commodore
Lake Deneys Yacht Club – 12 September 2020

Dear fellow sailors, sailorets, power boaters, water skiers, jetski riders, canoeists, and swimmers,
I am sure you have all heard about the challenges of COVID-19 on our lives and those of our friends
and family no matter where they live in this world. No one remains unaffected, however there are
some amongst us who have been worse affected than others, and it remains the responsibility of each
and every one of us to reach out and help those we can so that they may be able to get back on their
feet.
Our club and its water sports have been impacted detrimentally during the lockdown and believe we
will continue with some of these challenges going forward. We need to begin to make extra efforts to
attract members, family and friends, down to our wonderful club, and with this in mind the Sailcom
will begin engaging on initiatives around training and waterside activities in the coming months.
SA Sailing has however been quite active during the lockdown, and as a member of the Northern
Region committee, not only representing LDYC but rather all members of clubs and sailing activities in
the Northern Region, have actively participated in some of these initiatives. One major development
that we will see in the coming months are the changes to Provincial events rather than Regional, as
well as colours criteria at a provincial level again rather than Regional. This means we will be
establishing smaller committees for Gauteng, Free State, North West, Mpumulanga, and possibly
Limpopo as well, in the coming months. These smaller provincial committees will fall under and feed
into the Northern Region committee for the foreseeable future and look forward to hosting Free State
and Gauteng provincial champs in the near future.
With lockdown pretty much over we will also begin working again on our club boat and training
facilities, and remain committed to making LDYC once again a centre of training excellence. Austin has
been a strong driver and trained many a sailor seen on the circuit, however we call for volunteers as
the centre does need more support and trainers going forward to achieve this objective.
We were very fortunate to have hosted our Annual RTIR in February, but unfortunately did not host
the Youth RTIR. The youth sailing committee had already made many preparations for this event and
look forward to hosting it early in the new year.
Over the past year, and a bit, we have had one your sailor who has competed in many events, as a
youth and as crew during other provincial and national events. I wish us all to recognise this young
sailor for his achievements and for being a young ambassador of LDYC.
Alex Weideholdt competed in the J22 Provincials last year where the team came 3rd over all, 2nd in the
L26 Provincials. Alex also went abroad and competed in the Viper worlds in California. Alex also
recently competed in the recent Grandslam even at Aeolians last weekend and achieved 4 1st places
out of 6 races on a Dabchick, ending 1st overall in this class. I honestly have no idea how this tall
youngster manages to get under the boom and stay on board but again he excels when it comes to
sailing.
I also wish to extend a special thank you to DAC and its members, for accommodating our LDYC
members who have been unable to launch their boats at LDYC due to the water level. Your continued
support, and the support of other clubs around the dam, further goes to show that it does not matter
which club you are from that we remain all one on the water, a family of sailors.
I look forward to serving the committee for the remainder of this year and to work with my fellow
sailcom members, to get sailing back on track within our club, our youth back on the water, and a
double prize giving in the new year.
Regards
Anthony Engelbrecht

